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Abstract
Labour and economics are traditional strengths of Australian history, though in recent
decades cultural history has instead dominated historical practice. This paper discusses the
relationship between the economic and cultural in Australian history, utilising our own
research as case studies that explore reasons to combine the structural and discursive.
Inspired by settler colonial studies and other developments internationally, we propose a new
historical materialism for Australian history. In particular, we argue for an increased
attention to economic questions and data in combination with cultural history sources and
analysis; for the greater historicisation of capitalism as itself a specific and contingent
phenomenon; and for the application of Marxist tools, without discarding the lessons of the
cultural turn and their specific value to Australian history.
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Scholars are heralding a new golden age in economic history. Once relegated to the
side lines, the ‘material’ in history is back in fashion, evidenced by a spate of new
work on debt, money, financiers, colonial economics, the stock market, tax havens,
shadow banking or the social worlds of corporations. In the United States, Kenneth
Lipartito writes of ‘a desire to take the material side of life seriously once again’.1 In
Australia, economic historians have recently published a new Cambridge Economic
History. The reasons for this rising interest are clear: we live in a world that appears
to be on the verge of significant political and economic change, where (for example)
banks often trump elected representatives in their influence globally, with important
effects locally. We observe significant injustices around us, grounded in problems of
race and gender but also in emerging forms of economic marginality and financial
disempowerment. Policy makers struggle with questions of economic compensation
and transitional justice as governments fail to address climate change. Historians are
seeking new ways of engaging with these issues. This paper gives an account of our
own exploration of the economic and material in Australian history, against the
background of our training in cultural history, ‘the predominant kind of history
produced in Australia’, according to the cover of a 2003 collection.2
Labour and economic history have a strong tradition in Australia. Labour rights
(arguably under threat in recent years) were the focus of generations of historians who
traced the history of factory workers, wage inequality, union strikes, labour politics,
workplace relations, management ideology, the history of technology and industrial
efficiency. In the wake of the cultural turn, new approaches melded with, older,
Marxist approaches, extending scholarly interest to engage more deeply with
inequalities on the basis of gender, race and sexuality as well as class. Historians
turned to social habits and cultural logics, gender and consumption, labor and
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domestic life, maternity allowances, sexual dynamics in the workplace, female
unionists and masculinity and left wing political cultures.
Australia’s cultural turn, as was the case internationally, brought culture to the centre
of historical analysis. 'The study of culture was the study of Australia,' wrote Richard
White, reflecting on his ground-breaking book Inventing Australia more than two
decades later in 1997.3 Although this historiographical development was observable
throughout the discipline globally, it is obvious that it was a particularly apposite
choice for Australian history.4 Rarely considered a central actor in global politics,
cultural history came with Australia’s specificity (and some cases national
exceptionalism) built in – and thus its reason to exist. The discipline’s preoccupation
with the causes and nature of Australian national identity are a case in point, for
Australia’s national identity can only be Australian.5 But in order to claim this
distinctive Australian cultural identity, historians pushed against the Marxist-inflected
categories of analysis which had underpinned much of Australian history’s earlier
work. Cultural history in Australia was in part characterised by a rejection of the
subordination of culture as ‘superstructure’ under Marxian categories that had shaped
earlier radical nationalist historical perspectives, such as labour history.6
For much of the 1970s, the Bulletin for the Society of Labor History (later Labour
History) was arguably the most influential journal in Australian historiography.
Started in 1962 by academics Eric Fry and Bob Gollan at the ANU, along with Ian
Turner, Russel Ward and Brian Fitzpatrick, its articles were celebratory affirmations
of working-class protest and organisations – strikes and riots, unions, employer-union
relations, labour and radical organisations, biographies of labour movement figures.
Influenced by the ‘new social history’, labour historians in the 1970s were a part of a
larger scholarly preoccupation with political economy, in line with the Marxist
politics of the time that saw the working class as the most significant force for social
change.7 The appropriate way to claim uniqueness for Australian history beyond
empire was, it was felt, through class, and through a binary that pitted a bourgeoisBritish establishment history against a working class ‘authentic’ Australian one.
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The move away from Marxist and Structuralist methodologies that began with the
influence of EP Thompson’s work in labour history, shaped up as a source of conflict
by the late 1980s and early 1990s, drawing lines between ‘purist’ labour historians
and others who were embracing gender studies and the linguistic turn.8 Whether
seeking kindred spirits or just a job opening, in this period many labour historians
moved into industrial relations and political science departments where they remain
today. On the back of these conflicts Verity Burgmann controversially declared ‘the
death of labour history’ at the Australian Historical Association Conference in 1990.9
Feminist systems of inquiry reinforced this trend and flourished as a result of it.10
Women’s, gender and feminist histories have repeatedly demonstrated that there were
ways of looking at the past that did not need to be constrained by older
metanarratives. They defined themselves against the narrowness of political and
labour history as it was then practised and understood. Their scholarship developed
further, enriching our understanding of the historically-contingent power of
discourses of gender and sexuality as well as normative systems in families, politics
and patterns of social interaction.11
Using a sometimes-similar logic, some other scholars rejected the large, often faceless
structures that characterised some 1970s labour histories, in favour of micro-history
and oral history. Local histories of single urban neighbourhoods, factories or rural
districts proliferated.12 These exposed how ‘power is structured into the most basic
and usually unspoken assumptions through which we perceive our relationship to the
social world and the practices of the everyday.’13
While the cultural turn led some to focus their attention to the local, for others it
expanded horizons. Reading cultural artefacts and interpreting historical trends
through a postcolonial lens brought Australian cultural history closer to studies of
Empire and Imperialism, shifting focus away from the nation and its specificity. This
moved the discipline still further from the intellectual neighbourhood inhabited by
colleagues in economic and labour history.14 Historians began to ‘think big’ again,
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suggesting innovative ways of enriching the field while also keeping in mind the need
to view power through quotidian and intimate encounters and relationships.15 The
result was a growth in comparative studies and histories of colonial encounter.16
Later, this extended to transnational histories, though these tended to retain a
historicist framework and lean on cultural sources.17
Through these historiographical developments, scholars did not fail to notice that
cultural histories represented a turning away from class and political economy. This is
not to suggest that all Australian historians ignore economics. Histories such as Stuart
Macintyre’s Australia’s Boldest Experiment and Frank Bongiorno’s The Eighties have
combined economic analyses with social and political history. Cultural historians,
moreover, have sometimes made economic matters their subject: James Boyce, Grace
Karskens, Graeme Davison and Gail Reekie have all explored economic subjects.
Nevertheless, as Angela Woollacot suggested, ‘With the muting of political economy
in recent colonial studies, class too has often been relegated to the sidelines, held
constant, sometimes ignored.’18
As Australian history moved away from its labour history roots, the division between
mainstream historical studies and economic history also widened. It is a division that
is not as stark as it might have been however, for Australian economic historians have
been less inclined than their international counterparts to cliometric approaches ,
preferring a more narrative style, exemplified by the much-read work of Geoffrey
Blainey. This causes it to resemble historical studies more than their econometrician
colleagues elsewhere, especially in the United States, where numerical modelling
‘proved’ the efficacy of economic theories through historical data – or sometimes
produced elaborate counter-factual histories.19 Despite their more narrative
tendencies, Australian economic historians nevertheless usually saw their craft as
speaking into a growing understanding of economics, not history. This was partly a
result of their structural separation from historians and their location in economics
and commerce departments, to whom their history needed also to make sense.20
In not seeking to speak primarily to history, economic historians instead developed
tools to help navigate Australian economic policy. As Australian economic history
developed then, many gave an account of the specific qualities of capitalism in
Australia. In 1989 this tradition found continued expression in Andrew Wells’
Constructing Capitalism, which accounted for the effect of Australia’s specific
material conditions on capitalism as it unfolded. As a discipline, Australian economic
historians rejected what they perceived as an old British tendency to consider
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economic history to be an account of the emergence of capitalism out of a feudal
agrarian past. Noel Butlin, the economic historian most influential in shaping the field
in Australia, famously declared that ‘Australian economic history was not a footnote
to the Industrial Revolution’.21 In so arguing, Butlin may well have encouraged
Australian economic historians to place capitalism as the backdrop to local
economics, rather than as a historically contingent subject in its own right.22
Despite Australian economic history’s limitations in historicising capitalism, there is
no disputing the reality that it has been more effectively focused to Australian
political decision-making than cultural history, though rarely to address inequality
specifically. Cultural history has not (of course) been apolitical, but unlike their
economic counterparts, cultural historians have rarely raced to Canberra to persuade
politicians to embrace certain policies, as Edward Shann and Noel Butlin, among
others, were wont to do.23 In turning to a new materialism, we seek historical tools
that will help us understand and speak into the changes and inequalities that we see.

Case studies: finding economics and culture in histories of inequality
We have each sought to understand the historical systems that underpin contemporary
inequality in society – one in Australia’s economic relationship with Asia, the other in
the Australian labour market. Here we offer two small case studies based on aspects
of our research that are illustrative of the problems we encountered, armed with the
cultural history tools in which we were trained. We found that to understand
contemporary inequalities through history, we needed new tools to think with. What
we did not find, as our case studies will show, is a need to wholly discard cultural
history. This, despite embarking on some of the economic-based activity that cultural
historians have often critiqued; and seeking structural explanations in history for
present inequalities, which cultural history’s embrace of historicism previously gave
us cause to reject.
Case study 1: problems of scale and source in Australia-China trade relations
I (Sophie Loy-Wilson) became interested in labour and economic history as a
graduate student, by excavating Asian perspectives in Australian history. Inspired by
the work of Donald Denoon and Frank Broeze, which similarly looked to economic
ties as a way of rendering Australian dependencies on their non-white neighbours
more visible, I did a lot of my research in China, reading Australian history through
Chinese language sources, “coming from the outside in,” in Mae Ngai’s words.24 But,
while I worked transnationally, many of the debates I read about Australia in Chinese
language newspapers, were framed in national terms. What could Chinese and
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Australian unionists learn from each other vis a vis demanding better rights for
working people? Could an Australian-style Factory Act be implemented in Shanghai
cotton mills?25
Reading Australia in a Chinese context, it struck me that that Sino-Australian
migration and mobility moved both ways. Chinese migrants travelled into white
settler societies, but white settlers also went to China, influencing Chinese
nationalism and nation building.26 Later, during the Great Depression, China’s ports
attracted Australian labour migration and Australian internationalists and mission
networks clustered in Shanghai and Hong Kong. Chinese Australians were important
too. From the 1880s, Chinese-Australian companies forged economic links between
Australia’s and China’s port cities. In the 1940s many left-leaning Chinese
Australians returned to China to assist in early Communist agricultural efforts. These
Chinese Australians translated Australia for their Chinese students and friends –
discussing what they saw as the positive and negative aspects of the Australian state.
These stories were important in challenging canonical ways of thinking about the
history of Sino-Australian relations. This history is often reduced to two key
moments: Chinese miners in Australia during the Gold Rushes and the resulting
Australian racism, the introduction of the White Australia Policy in 1901; and
Australian diplomats traveling to China to re-establish ties with Australia’s newly
powerful neighbor at the end of the Cold War.27 Gough Whitlam’s 1972 trip to Peking
– two months before Nixon – is the subject of at least two books in recent years, and
numerous newspaper articles.28 This foundational history is convenient, providing a
redemptive narrative for Australian politics, a way to throw off the long shadow of
White Australia and usher in a new era of Australia-China friendship.
But this narrative only holds if we excise commercial exchange from the historical
picture. If we come in at an economic register – if we treat trade as a cultural matter –
we uncover a long history of interconnection and China-Australia trade relations
rarely acknowledged in Australian national histories.29 And if we take economic
archives seriously, Chinese language sources reveal new elements of Australian
history. Thrown up against more secure nationalist narratives which position the
Chinese as victims of white Australian racism, we can trace the trade routes of
Chinese ‘coolie’ traders from Macau to Sydney, merchant capitalists and bankers
such as Penang-born Lowe Kong Meng prospering in Melbourne and Malacca, and
wealthy Chinese-Christians who founded the four most famous department stores in
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Shanghai from their fruit-market head quarters in Sydney’s Haymarket.30 We see how
businesses knit together diverse places and peoples and ‘offered the minority and the
oppressed a measure of agency,’ even against the most repressive forces of colonial
racism.31
Two historical images exemplify the shift I made. First, this cartoon (figure 1),
depicting a white Australia closing the door on the Chinese migrant, is a classic
cultural history source redolent of discourses about race and exclusion. This is an
Australian perception of China, proof of Australia as an ‘anxious nation’ in Asia, in
David Walker’s classic formulation. Then, by contrast, this document (figure 2),
shows Broken Hill Proprietary signing their first trade deal with a Chinese company
in 1891. By using an economic lens, I began to move from my cultural history habit
of reading representations of race and instead see this history of China-Australia
interconnectivity through the eyes of Chinese Australian merchants in the late 19th
century. Here, archives document sinuous networks between Hong Kong, Melbourne,
Sydney, Shanghai, Cooktown and Fuzhou. Cooktown did more trade with Hong Kong
than any other port in the world in the 1890s. These sources have not featured much
in Chinese Australian history writing, in part as a result of historians’ focus on
representation of Chinese immigrants in Australian popular culture rather than their
material and economic relations.32
By contrast to Australian historiographic trends, contemporary public debate over
Sino-Australia relations is thick with references to economic numbers: iron ore prices,
Chinese imports and investments, property prices, the growth of the Chinese
economy, Chinese greenhouse gas emissions and China’s population. Of course, there
is much obvious historical continuity here. As many historians have pointed out, an
obsession with numbers has long stalked Australian anxieties over China – in the
histories of immigration and labour, for example; and, in the work of 1890s
intellectuals and their debates over China population, Chinese invasion and a colour
war.33 Mary Poovey writes that one reason for the power that comes from quantifying
experience is that numbers are 'modern facts' which appear to 'solve the problem of
induction' by at least seeming to 'bridge the gap between the observed particular and
general knowledge.'34 A second reason is that certain forms of public enumeration –
census taking, tax accounting, and so on – are indispensable to modern governments
and become the film through which complex, knotted processes – such as Australia’s
economic connections to China – are tidied for public consumption. What kinds of
stories do numbers tell and what do they obscure? Is it possible to employ economic
data while simultaneously abiding by the tenets of cultural history, that is, by being
30
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attentive to meaning, to the 'instability of language, the subjectivity of human thought,
the social construction of gender, race and class?'35
I grappled with these questions through an archive of letters to successive Australian
governments about trading wheat with China in the 1950s and 1960s. A decade after
the Communist party took power in China in 1949 the greatest famine in twentieth
century history claimed the lives of an estimated 43 million people.36 As China’s
need for food became apparent, Australians tended to watch a set of different and yet
connected numbers – counting all the wheat that China bought from Australia in the
wake of the famine; 15.3 million tonnes in 1961.37 Australia’s wheat export to China
tripled between 1958 and 1961. On the advice of the Australian Wheat Board, more
wheat was sown and more land opened for wheat farming. So that most iconic of
Australian masculinities –the farmer – was intimately tied to Chinese populations, and
Chinese lives, in ways that receive little historical attention.
So how to square these two stories? In cultural history terms, both these sources are
‘cultural texts’. One narrates China’s famine without reference to Australian wheat
while the other depicts Australia’s wheat sales in dehumanised terms; all structure, no
people. And yet both sources, in their own ways are about economic and human
survival, and representations of the struggle for each. Australians wrote to the
government about Australia’s wheat trade. They penned thousands of letters between
the late 1950s and early 1970s. Some pointed out the obvious contradiction of an antiCommunist government feeding a Communist country, arguing that trade was ‘always
a moral question, always ideological’. Others pleaded the case of the Chinese people
saying the wheat should be gift wheat, economic aid and not an opportunity for profit;
others asked why their sons were fighting in Vietnam if Australian farmers were
feeding the ‘Red Army.’ These letters reflect a rejection of numbers as ‘observed
particulars’ and ‘modern facts.’ Their authors took economic connections and
rendered them intimate and tangible on a human scale; as a type of moral panic over
trade.
Sorting these matters out requires, as Lipartito notes, ‘a rich narrative attendant to the
complex relations between systems of meaning and material forces.’38 Frank
Bongiorno’s recent treatment of the floating of the Australian dollar points towards
such an approach, skillfully interweaving the 1983 currency float with the floating of
America’s Cup winner, Australia II. My case study, however, suggests that drawing
cultural and economic history together requires something more than just pushing
them up against one another. By committing to neither a purely structural nor a
singularly cultural transformative impulse, a new materialism identifies new
assemblages and connections between economic activities, cultural discourses and
social and political context. It will need an economic history that is far more diverse
in its practices and subtle in its effects than its practitioners have often imagined.39
Case study 2: problems of work and survival in rural and Aboriginal Australia
35
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I [Hannah Forsyth] seek to understand the historical forces that structure work and
opportunity in contemporary Australia: class structures, with an additional emphasis
on race and gender. Since 2012 I have conducted archival and oral history research on
work and educational opportunity in Broken Hill, in outback New South Wales. I saw
that any understanding of work in rural Australia would be unacceptably skewed were
I not also to consider the ways that economic activity, work and opportunity were a
part of the structures of settler colonialism. Through conversations and interviews
with local Aboriginal people since, I am pursuing a new angle on work and class that
helps connect the history of employment with settler colonialism. I am calling this
‘the political economics of survival’.40
One visit, I sat in the Broken Hill archives reading about Tibooburra, a nearby town. I
was trying to understand the history of local economic activity and the relations
between towns, as well as between the petty bourgeoisie, the white working class,
Aboriginal workers and larger forces, like the City of London, whose investment in
sheep and silver-lead mining helped shape these outback localities. Tibooburra was a
gold rush town, characterised as much by starvation and suicide as gold, and later
boasted a few very large sheep stations where many Aboriginal people worked (and
many sheep died of thirst). It also had a pub, a tin-shed post office and a bank. I was
puzzled: why was there a bank in Tibooburra?
Turning to our historiography for help, Ann McGrath, Anna Haebich and Minoru
Hokari all provided significant discussions of Aboriginal station work, though I was
unable to use these to make connections to rural banking or the larger structures of
capitalism that made a bank in the middle of nowhere seem a good idea.41 I turned to
recent cultural and economic histories of rural Australia. These told me repeatedly of
the working of sheep stations and of mines, focusing on their significance to Australia
at a national level.42 But I could find nothing to explain the bank in Tibooburra. I read
localised accounts of people, trade and money. Alan Atkinson’s 1980s study of
Camden provided significant detail about nineteenth century systems of credit,
currency and exchange at the local scale I sought, though Camden’s proximity to
Sydney made both economics and race very different to outback NSW.43 At the other
end of the scale, in some older labour history and in sociologies of rural Australia, I
found descriptions of branch banking against the structures of money, trade and
investment across the colonies and the Empire; though against such faceless
structures, the specificity of Tibooburra’s agents disappeared.44 What I could see was
that the tools I had to work with, to study discourse and representation, would not
help. The economic, as well as the cultural, needed to matter. Sitting at the heart of
structures of work and Aboriginal survival was a history of capitalism that remained
out of reach.
40
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The bank in Tibooburra was a symbol of the problem I encountered more broadly in
using history to understand present inequalities, particularly in the nearby Aboriginal
community of Wilcannia. At the height of colonisation, Wilcannia had several banks,
and sandstone edifices of New South Wales colonial power adorn every corner – there
is even an Athenaeum. Yet this jewel of colonisation is now one of the State’s most
impoverished communities. It has a poor reputation among white people in Broken
Hill, who were often shocked that I was going there at all, let alone unaccompanied.
By contrast, local Aboriginal people were lovingly determined I see Wilcannia with
the generosity that they often give it. As a result, without hiding the town’s problems,
I have also generously been shown the best aspects of Aboriginal community and
survival, in the shadow of the colonisers’ crumbling sandstone. For some that I spoke
to, capitalism really was a transitory phenomenon. The term ‘cockies’ for landowners
(denoting the cockatoo's tendency to fly in, eat everything in sight and fly away) is
particularly apt there, and it is still used frequently, though few consider the cockies
to have gone – yet. Despite the ravages of capitalist interests to land and culture,
survival for many is grounded in an older, deeper historical consciousness. ‘Mother
nature’ one older man reassured me, as he gestured across the town, ‘will out last all
of this’.45
My cultural history training would have led me to think about representations of
power and the navigation of agency between Wilcannia’s sandstone edifices. But as
both symbols and structures, those banks bother me. Beyond theories of Indigenous
agency, which I don’t ignore, I want to understand the nature of the structures that
capitalism forged in rural Australia. This requires some economic questions: did
capitalism fail in Wilcannia (and possibly elsewhere in rural Australia) allowing
Aboriginal survival? Did the ‘cockies’ take all there was to offer before moving on, so
that Aboriginal survival is incidental; or worse (from a political perspective), the
direct result of poverty and isolation? Or was there something more active at work in
Aboriginal survival of the structures of colonial capitalism?
Those crumbling, vanished banks in remote towns like Wilcannia and Tibooburra in
fact help with the task of allowing both cultural systems of power and capitalist
systems of power to be seen in the same frame. The now-absent banks tell of the
transience of capitalist enterprise and of government dismantling of services to the
rural economy, in which Aboriginal Australians were only ever partially included.
Silently, they remind us that even slow-changing structures have a history – or at
least, in Wilcannia, they have a past.
What our case studies suggest
Our historical toolkit, as we inherited it from Australian cultural history traditions,
only took us so far in understanding the historical forces that have shaped
contemporary problems. We began to discuss the need to consider structures not just
of power, but also of economics if we were to get at the causes and consequences of
inequality in Australia and in Australia’s race relations. And yet, our cultural history
tools remained useful. Although we began to explore both economic and Marxist
historiographies and techniques, we did not wish to revert to a form of historical
practice that would exclude lessons derived from the cultural turn.46 Nevertheless, by
45
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looking for causalities and their material consequences in seeking to use history to
speak into the present, we encountered oft-observed limits to cultural history.
Limits of Cultural History
It is not news that some historians find cultural history inadequate – ‘sometimes
illuminating’, Stuart Macintyre suggested, but also ‘sometimes redundant’.47 History
seminars worldwide have been sites of debate over the explanatory limits of
discourse, the inadequacy of theories of agency in the face of inhumane structures
(like slavery) and our inability to use cultural meaning as a causal agent: criticisms
often levelled at cultural history by its own practitioners.48 There is no need, we think,
to re-hash these debates, though it is evident in our case studies that we have
encountered them in our historical practice. We found we needed economics to locate
causalities for events that our discursive interpretations had only allowed us to
observe – and even then, without economics, our observations were only partial. Such
partial observation is a moral matter, just as it would be to look at Australian wheat
export trends without also seeing the lived reality of Mao’s great famine. Seeing
Aboriginal survival in the face of colonisation, we could harness the concept of
agency for historical and political purposes, but we agreed we must also consider the
structures of the economy to identify the forces of oppression and the strategies of
survival in the real, experienced world.49
Despite our need for economic histories to achieve these goals, we have often
encountered reasons for upholding cultural historians’ traditional antipathy to
numbers. Numbers alone would not tell of the various forms of protest and debate
over selling Australian wheat to Communist China during the Vietnam War. Nor
would it tell of the lived experience of poverty and starvation through the famine.
Numbers, cultural historians rightly told us, cover a multitude of sins.50 By seeing and
experiencing the limits of both culture and economics in our history, we therefore
seek to avoid the problem of ‘turns’ that Judith Surkis warns of, as historians reject
historiographical traditions wholesale, in pursuit of a new idea.51 We seek a bigger
toolbox for Australian history, not a full set replacement of the tools we already have.
Yet it is also the case that problems within cultural history limited what we could do
with our research. Cultural history, by ‘reading against the grain’ was always
conceived as a fundamentally political project. Despite this, it has several elements
that, as William Sewell has pointed out, have tended to be complicit with the very
structures it sought to critique. The increased focus on the individual and her lived
and negotiated agency aligned too-well with the patterns of flexible accumulation that
characterised post-1971 capitalism.52 Similarly, as Geoff Eley suggested, the
47
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‘transnational turn’ followed capitalist trends to globalisation and partly made sense
because of it.53 Indeed, it was understandable, Sewell argues, that these new
historiographical approaches resonated with historians as their world changed.54 But if
we hope for a history that seeks a better world we need to historicise, rather than
reinforce, these changing economic systems and understand their relationship to the
living, acting, thinking and feeling humans within them. In this we hope to build on
Australia’s significant ‘activist’ histories, drawing on a materialist framework to offer
a historical understanding of inequality, a tendency that has been especially strong in
Aboriginal history.55
Historicising capitalism in Australia
This is a problem, because broadly (and acknowledging there will always be
individual exceptions) there are competing epistemological systems at work between
cultural and economic approaches to history. Cultural history sees historical events as
specific and contingent. Causality (where it matters) is located in the specific choices
of autonomous agents who navigate their way through the discursive realm.
Economic history is also specific to time and place, but seeks to use each instance to
better understand the larger structures of economic cause and effect, which are thus
universalised. These divergent epistemological frameworks are the likely source of
the eye rolling that cultural and economic historians have performed against one
another for the past two or three decades.56
This firm epistemological separation caused problems on both sides. Labour and
economic history in Australia produced histories of industries, big business and the
relationships between public and private money, but these often sat against a
background in which capitalism was positioned as a static constant rather than as a
contingent historical subject.57 In Ian McLean’s recent history of Australian
prosperity, for example, the book’s fundamental question is how to ensure prosperity
internationally; it is not an account of capitalism or its market as a contingent event,
characteristic of a specific (albeit long) period of history.58 This is not to suggest that
historians have not given good account of the specifics of capitalism in particular eras
of Australian history – indeed, describing the particularity of Australian economic
conditions has been a key theme from Brian Fitzpatrick’s incisive observations about
Empire in Australia through Noel Butlin’s expansive histories to include sociological
accounts of the growth of the Australian market.59 This is what imbued Australian
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economic history with an especially potent political utility. Nevertheless, like their
American counterparts, by the end of the twentieth century, economic historians
tended to ‘emphasise the efficiency of financial markets and their contribution to
growth’ in ways that de-emphasised ‘finance as a political and cultural matter’.60
Nor did cultural history historicise capitalism in the ways we seek.61 Descriptions of
cultural shifts that resulted from commodification, the growth of department stores,
international relations, the entry of women into a growing mass market and mining as
a power broker in Indigenous affairs and so on, all happened against a taken-forgranted capitalist backdrop.62 There are exceptions: Julie McIntyre sees wine
production as part of the emergence of both economic discourse and economic reality
since the Enlightenment.63 McIntyre’s flexibility, moving between culture and
structure, is unusual. For most cultural historians, the economic is primarily
background information or powerful discourse rather than a structure. This, we argue,
puts political limits on our work, especially in seeking structural change, which is our
purpose in examining histories of unfair economic systems and racist structures in
white Australia’s relationship to China and its rural and Indigenous communities
respectively. Such change is difficult to envisage if we treat capitalist structures
ahistorically.
It is an understandable problem to encounter, for as already noted, cultural history
emerged as a reaction against historiographical patterns that often reified numbers,
failing to recognise the power that numbers themselves asserted. Reading economic
texts as discourse has been an important mechanism for overcoming the frequent onedimensionality of power portrayed by history before the cultural turn.64 It will be
important, we realise, to continue to read economic texts in this way, even as we also
seek to use economic data for explanatory purposes. Capitalism evidently has a
human and cultural history that must be told. Nevertheless, as Lipartito noted,
‘unpacking capitalism cannot be done by deconstructing discourses alone’.65
Our separation of culture and economics in Australia is at odds with current
historiographical trends internationally, moreover. The 2008 global financial crisis
alerted many scholars around the world to the historical contingency of capitalism.
New histories of capitalism have been emerging, especially in the United States.
Centres for the study of the history of capitalism have been established at Cornell,
Columbia and Harvard universities, while histories of commodities, sectors and
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structures, often with a Marxist undercurrent, are achieving significant scholarly
acclaim. In Europe, Thomas Piketty’s Capital in the Twenty-First Century drew on
big data to historicise income inequality over four centuries of history and across
continents.66 Catherine Hall’s history of slave ownership similarly produces big data
and demonstrates the significant place of slavery in British capitalist interests.67
Among cultural historians like Hall, who are now (re)turning to economic sources
with Marxist tools to think with, the epistemological difficulties remain in theory, but
in practice do not appear to matter very much.68
Building history from people, grounded in the material
The ‘materialist conception of history’ as Eric Hobsbawm understood it, was already
going out of fashion when he published his essay on ‘Marx and History’ in 1984.
Historians rightly rejected a linear metanarrative describing an inevitable evolutionary
growth from ‘primitive communalism’ through slavery, feudalism and capitalism to
communist revolution. Most surprising to Hobsbawm was not the rejection of the
inevitability of revolution, but the simultaneous rejection of the idea that material
conditions shape the experience of humans individually and collectively.69 The
question of whether either discourse and ideas or the material and economic had the
greater part to play in shaping human consciousness in society, became one of the key
philosophical debates underpinning the separation of cultural and Marxist history.
It is not a debate that we find terribly helpful. Foucaultian studies have shown us for a
generation how important discourse is in asserting power and we do not dispute it.
But it is evident that money matters too, as well as all the other material conditions
that contribute to the inequalities that we see. So we look for ways to combine, softly,
the materialism of Marxist history with the analytic and interpretative tools of cultural
history. We hope this helps us avoid disembodied structural histories of the past,
which tended to draw big structural arcs with little concern for discourse or for its
articulation in the specificity of everyday life, while also retaining their scope and
causal insights. For [anonymous 1], this means engaging directly with the changing
economic conditions in (and between) Australia and China, in which discourses and
representations are shaped. For [anonymous 2], it requires an analysis of the
economic aims of competing colonial and Aboriginal interests, and identifying the
relationship of these to historical consciousness in the present. In this work, we seek a
history from below that includes but is not limited to labour, which historicises
capitalism, drawing loosely on Marx without pre-determining phases of capitalist and
pre-capitalist development. This, we argue, will help us gain a new understanding of
class, race and gender as both structure and discourse, which variously shape and are
shaped by material and economic conditions.
Settler colonial studies has already marked out some of this territory, bringing
theoretical frameworks that identify structures forged by culture. Informed by aspects
of Marxist thinking about Imperialism, settler colonial studies in Australia has
enabled scholars to combine cultural studies of place (for example), with structural
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transformations associated with colonisation.70 These structures contain parallel logics
across the settler-colonies that, in Patrick Wolfe’s last book, link to important
historiographical developments in global history. Global history alerted us to the
political economics of the ‘great divergence’ between the West and the rest: Wolfe
used this to show that the history of capitalism is also fundamentally the history of
settler colonies and the races they exploited or sought to eliminate. This is a key
reason why a new materialism in Australian history specifically is so valuable.71 The
case studies we discussed here can in part be seen as a growing habit of reading a
labour history archive through a settler colonial lens.
Like historians of settler colonialism, we too seek to consider the structural and
cultural dynamics of inequality in the present. This is the political imperative
underpinning our experiments in understanding class, race and gender struggles for
survival within structures like capitalism. We are influenced by William Sewell’s
theorisation of ‘eventful’ structures: that is, seeing structure as coercive and
normative but also neither static nor stable.72 This has encouraged us to consider
methodologies built from people, but grounded in the material. As a result, we have
each begun experimenting with histories of place, oral histories and material culture
in our research – a material, as well as a materialist approach to history. It is a
growing pattern of beginning our research with the inheritors of history, whether
Chinese-Australian descendants or current residents of Wilcannia. We hope in time,
that this will be augmented by descriptive statistics, engagement with ‘big data’ and
perhaps even collaboration with econometricians.
We were anxious that beginning historical investigations with present inequalities
sounded dangerously teleological to our cultural history-trained minds. But as for
Walter Benjamin, this is a key benefit of a historical materialist approach. The ‘secret
heliotropism’ with which the historical materialist’s head turned to the present, like
flowers to the sun, was led, Benjamin argued, by the ‘courage, humor, cunning, and
fortitude’ with which real people engaged in class (and, we would argue, race and
gender) struggles.73 This is consistent with ‘Melbourne School’ historian Rhys Isaac’s
description of a history that ‘must, in its scholarly and many more public tellings,
suggest a story as yet unfinished’.74 It is also rather like the kind of cross-cultural
encounter that Greg Dening alerted us to. But as well as ‘present-ing’ the past as
Dening exhorted, it is also about past-ing the present, using the past to both explain
and change what we see.75
Conclusions
It is ironic that Benjamin’s suggestion that ‘a historical materialist…regards it as his
task to brush history against the grain’ was adopted by those who rejected materialism
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in favour of the new historicism. In the same thesis Benjamin opposed historians who
‘blot out everything they know about the later course of history’ in order to ‘relive an
era’, a habit later advocated by cultural historians.76 The irony does not matter very
much, but it does remind us that historical practice is capable of holding
epistemological tensions together, with little damage to the final product. This is what
we too find we need to do as we combine a new materialist approach with a cultural
history toolkit.
In approaching a new materialism in Australian history, we advocate for both a
flexible, inclusive methodology and a more historicised subject in the history of
capitalism. In so doing, we do not seek to relinquish all we have learned from cultural
history: we are not proclaiming a new ‘turn’. Rather, we are looking for history that,
as Dening put it, ‘is a verb’: a new materialist history that works to understand
capitalism as a historical subject and seeks justice within it, in the present.77
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